Abstract Terraces eroded into sediment (alluvial) and bedrock (strath) preserve an important history of river activity. River terraces are thought to form when a river switches from a period of slow vertical incision and valley widening to fast vertical incision and terrace abandonment. Consequently, terraces are often interpreted to reflect changing external drivers including tectonics, sea level, and climate. In contrast, the intrinsic unsteadiness of lateral migration in rivers may generate terraces even under constant rates of vertical incision without external forcing. To explore this mechanism, we simulate landscape evolution by a vertically incising, meandering river and isolate the age and geometry of autogenic river terraces. Modeled autogenic terraces form for a wide range of lateral and vertical incision rates and are often paired and longitudinally extensive for intermediate ratios of vertical-to-lateral erosion rate. Autogenic terraces have a characteristic reoccurrence time that scales with the time for relief generation. There is a preservation bias against older terraces due to reworking of previously visited parts of the valley. Evolving, spatial differences in bank strength between bedrock and sediment reduce terrace formation frequency and length, favor pairing, and can explain sublinear terrace margins at valley boundaries. Age differences and geometries for modeled autogenic terraces are consistent, in cases, with natural terraces and overlap with metrics commonly attributed to terrace formation due to climate change. We suggest a new phase space of terrace properties that may allow differentiation of autogenic terraces from terraces formed by external drivers.
Introduction
River terraces are low-relief surfaces perched above the channel and formed by deposition and erosion of valley-fill sediments (i.e., alluvial terraces) or erosion of bedrock (i.e., strath terraces) [Bucher, 1932; Bull, 1991; Pazzaglia, 2013] . The geometry and number of terraces differ widely. For example, terraces may be contiguous and occupy several topographic levels (e.g., Clearwater River valley, Washington; Figure 1a ) or may be separated and less numerous (e.g., Mattole River valley, California; Figure 1b ). In some locations terraces are particularly wide and long (e.g., Colorado River valley, Texas, Figure 1d , and Wind River valley, Wyoming, Figure 1e ), with boundaries that are closely (Figure 1d ) or loosely ( Figure 1e ) associated with the neighboring river channel. Terraces are globally distributed [Montgomery, 2004; Bridgland and Westaway, 2008] and span a range of physiographic environments, including coastal mountain ranges (e.g., Figures 1a and 1b) , continental interiors (e.g., Figures 1c and 1e) , and broad coastal plains (e.g., Figure 1d ).
Terraces can preserve a record of channel evolution for hundreds of thousands of years [Pan et al., 2003] . Consequently, river terraces are the principal geomorphic features for reconstructing channel aggradation and incision and one of the key constraints on long-term sediment fluxes from landscapes [Bull, 1991; Fuller et al., 2009 ] to marine depositional basins [Blum and Aslan, 2006; Phillips and Slattery, 2006] . Tectonic studies also frequently use terraces as passive markers of deformation and rock uplift [Rockwell et al., 1984; Personius, 1995; Pazzaglia et al., 1998; Lavé and Avouac, 2000] .
Terrace formation requires valley widening to bevel terrace treads and vertical incision to abandon these surfaces above the channel [Hancock and Anderson, 2002; Montgomery, 2004; Bridgland and Westaway, 2008] . A change in the ratio of vertical-to-lateral erosion rate is commonly cited as a requirement for terrace formation [Hancock and Anderson, 2002; Fuller et al., 2009; Finnegan and Dietrich, 2011; Langston et al., 2015] and is usually attributed to changes in vertical incision rate driven by external factors, including tectonics [Bull, 1991; Demir et al., 2009; DiBiase et al., 2014] , base level change [Fisk, 1944; Pazzaglia and Gardner, 1993; Blum and Tornqvist, 2000; Finnegan and Balco, 2013] , and, most frequently, Climatic and tectonic signals that would imprint the landscape must pass the filter of surface processes [Schumm, 1977; Bull, 1991; Jerolmack and Paola, 2010; Ganti et al., 2014] . The terrace record of climate and tectonic change in particular is complicated by terrace erosion [Lewin and Macklin, 2003] and overprinted by autogenic terraces. For example, Finnegan and Dietrich [2011] showed that if vertical erosion rate is proportional to channel slope, then meander bend growth and cutoff should cause abrupt changes in channel slope (i.e., knickpoints) that propagate upstream and cause pulses of vertical incision that abandon terraces. For meandering streams, lateral erosion rates inherently vary in space and time as meander bends migrate and cut off and as the channel belt wanders across the valley [Brice, 1974; Howard and Knutson, 1984; Seminara, 2006] . Davis [1909] hypothesized that a vertically incising, laterally migrating channel ( Figure 2a ) can abandon terraces when it migrates in one direction ( Figure 2b ) before switching direction and migrating back toward its starting point (Figure 2c ). Because the channel is incising vertically, the terrace riser is formed by lateral erosion of the cutbank (Figure 2c ) and the terrace is fully abandoned when the channel changes direction once more ( Figure 2d ). This mechanism has been observed to drive terrace formation in experimental alluvial fans [Mizutani, 1998 ] and in field settings where engineered base level fall has induced rapid vertical incision [Born and Ritter, 1970; Ben Moshe et al., 2008] . Although a switching direction of channel migration is rarely considered as a mechanism for forming alluvial or strath terraces [Challinor, 1932; Hack, 1955; Stricklin, 1961; Merritts et al., 1994; Erkens et al., 2009] , numerical model results indicate that meandering can generate strath terraces even under constant rates of vertical incision [Limaye and Lamb, 2014] .
Several characteristics have been attributed to terraces formed by unsteady channel migration, including a terrace slope equal to the ratio vertical-to-lateral erosion rate [Merritts et al., 1994] , a terrace dip direction oriented toward the valley center [Davis, 1909; Merritts et al., 1994] , a lack of corresponding terraces across the valley (i.e., unpaired) [Bull, 1990; Merritts et al., 1994; Wegmann and Pazzaglia, 2002] , and limited terrace length along valley [Pazzaglia et al., 1998; Pazzaglia, 2013] . However, none of these terrace properties has been verified through direct field observations, numerical modeling, or experiments except for those of Mizutani [1998] , who noted that laterally migrating, vertically incising channels formed surfaces that slope inward toward the channel.
The sparsest requirement to generate terraces is a lateral erosion rate that varies in space or time, as occurs for all meandering rivers, and a finite rate of vertical incision [Davis, 1909] . In principle, this basic terrace formation mechanism should be possible in all environments, including valleys with alluvial or strath terraces. Importantly, unlike terrace generation by external drivers such as climate change [Hancock and Anderson, 2002] , this mechanism of autogenic terrace formation does not require the vertical incision rate to oscillate in time and therefore serves as an important null hypothesis before adopting models that require more complex erosion histories. Merritts et al., 1994] . (a) The cross section of a channel with width w c and depth h c . The channel migrates with a constant lateral erosion rate (E L ) and constant vertical erosion rate (E V ), resulting in a subhorizontal channel migration direction. (b) As the channel erodes laterally and vertically, it planes off a bedrock (hatched area) surface. Here constant channel width is maintained by emplacing sediment (dotted area) on the trailing bank up to the flow depth. The arrow indicates the mean channel migration direction. (c) The direction of net lateral channel migration switches. (d) The direction of net lateral channel migration reverts to its initial direction. A strath terrace is preserved because the channel does not sweep a consistent distance across the valley. The same model holds for formation of an alluvial cut terrace.
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Herein we use a numerical model to isolate the expected age distribution and geometry of autogenic terraces formed by a meandering river undergoing steady vertical incision. In section 2, we describe our specific hypotheses, identify important variables, and use the field cases in Figure 1 for guidance on model parameterization. In section 3, we describe the methods used for modeling channel migration and identifying modeled terraces automatically. Section 4 presents the model results, including the variety of surface morphologies formed by the meandering model. We analyze terrace age and geometry across a broad range of channel lateral and vertical erosion rates and also consider cases in which variable bank strength and pulses of vertical incision influence terrace formation. In section 5 we compare model results to the case examples given in Figure 1 . We discuss implications for inferring terrace origin in section 6.
Hypotheses and Field Examples
Meander bends have characteristic length scales [Williams, 1986] and migration patterns [Hooke, 2013] . Consequently, we hypothesize that terraces generated by meandering with constant vertical incision have characteristic geometries and age distributions that might set them apart from terraces driven by pulses of vertical incision. Model runs suggest that in bedrock river valleys, differences in bank strength between alluvial sediments and bedrock can explain a variety of valley morphologies and promote unsteady lateral channel migration and terrace formation [Limaye and Lamb, 2014] . Therefore, we also hypothesize that evolving bank strength differences alter the age and geometry of terraces generated by meandering with constant vertical incision.
Key Variables
We seek to determine the characteristics of terraces-including the time between unique terrace levels (Δt terrace ), maximum terrace length (L terrace,max ), terrace surface slope (S terrace ), terrace dip direction (ø terrace ), and pairing fraction (f paired )-formed by meandering rivers with constant vertical incision and in a general way for both alluvial and strath terraces. Following Limaye and Lamb [2014] , eight parameters can describe the kinematics of valley evolution for a mixed bedrock-alluvial meandering channel: the maximum lateral erosion rate in bedrock (E Lb ) and sediment (E Ls ), vertical incision rate (E v ), channel width (w c ), initial alluvial belt width (w ab ) and unconfined alluvial belt width (w uab ), channel depth (h c ), and the total simulation time (t) ( Table A1 ). These eight parameters are chosen for the sparsest representation of valley evolution by a river channel with explicitly resolved dimensions that incises vertically and migrates laterally in sediment and/or bedrock banks.
Several factors may influence vertical incision rates, lateral erosion rates, and terrace formation, including sediment supply [Sklar and Dietrich, 2001] , channel slope [Stark, 2006; Finnegan and Dietrich, 2011] , uplift rate [Lavé and Avouac, 2001; Amos and Burbank, 2007; , discharge variability [Turowski et al., 2008; Stark et al., 2010] , channel substrate [Ferguson, 1973; Finnegan et al., 2005] , tributaries [Gutierrez et al., 2014] , and hillslopes [Langston et al., 2015] . In addition, valley widening may be carried out by braided rather than meandering channels [Ryder and Church, 1986; Finnegan and Balco, 2013] . Vertical and lateral erosion rates also may not be independent [e.g., Finnegan and Dietrich, 2011] . Herein we do not treat these processes explicitly so that the vertical incision and lateral erosion rates can be treated as the independent variables and varied over a wide parameter space.
Using dimensional analysis, the model parameters can be recast as independent nondimensional parameters. For equal, maximum rates of lateral erosion (E L ) in sediment and bedrock (i.e., E L = E Ls = E Lb ), these parameters include the dimensionless simulation time
the dimensionless vertical incision rate
the channel width-to-depth ratio
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and the dimensionless initial alluvial belt width Previous model runs suggested that the nondimensional vertical incision rate, which reflects the ratio of vertical-to-lateral erosion rate (equation (1b)), strongly influences the large-scale valley geometry excavated by the river. Specifically, high values of the dimensionless vertical incision rate favor the formation of deep, narrow gorges rather than terraced valleys, and low nondimensional vertical incision rates favor broad, lowrelief valleys with the potential for terraces [Limaye and Lamb, 2014] . Based on these results, we hypothesize that the nondimensional vertical incision rate (E V *) also controls the age distribution and geometry of terraces formed during valley excavation. We also hypothesize that nondimensional simulation time (t*) influences the age and geometry of preserved terraces because more extensive lateral channel migration erodes existing landforms. Field data sufficient to test these hypotheses are rare, but Lewin and Macklin [2003] identified alluvial deposits consistent with selective preservation, and numerical modeling results suggest that the distribution of floodplain sediment ages generated by meandering reflects preferential preservation of older sediments [Bradley and Tucker, 2013] . To test these specific hypotheses, we performed a suite of model runs in which we separately varied t* and E V * while holding the other dimensionless variables constant.
Under the assumption of uniform bank materials, the dimensionless alluvial belt width, w ab *, is irrelevant because w ab only influences channel migration if lateral erosion rates differ in sediment and bedrock [Limaye and Lamb, 2014] . For cases with differences in bank strength between sediment and bedrock, we hypothesize that this contrast alters spatial patterns of channel migration and consequently influences terrace age and geometry. Thus, to test this hypothesis, we used the model to systematically explore the time interval between terrace levels and terrace geometry as a function of dimensionless vertical incision rate for bedrock banks (E Vb *) while holding w c *, t*, w ab *, and E Vs * constant.
Finally, we are interested in whether autogenic terraces can be distinguished from those formed from externally driven pulses of vertical incision when both mechanisms are operating simultaneously. We hypothesize that river lateral erosion removes terraces produced by pulses of vertical incision and overprints the valley with autogenic terraces. Using the model, we test these ideas by comparing model runs under constant vertical incision to cases where vertical incision occurs in discrete pulses.
Example Field Cases
We use the natural river valleys introduced in Figure 1 to guide selection of a realistic range for the model variables in equations (1a)-(1d) and to compare to the model results in section 5. The natural river valleys serve as a representative, but not exhaustive, compilation. We choose these valleys because they are well
Journal of Geophysical Research: Earth Surface 10.1002/2014JF003392 studied, have terrace age constraints, and span a wide range in terrace sizes and geometries (Figure 1 ), rock types, tectonic settings, erosion rates, and hypothesized terrace formation mechanisms. For example, the valleys of three rivers-the Clearwater (Figure 1a ), Colorado (Figure 1d ), and Wind Rivers (Figure 1e )-have terraces interpreted to record a history of unsteady vertical incision driven by climate change [Blum and Valastro, 1994; Hancock and Anderson, 2002; Wegmann and Pazzaglia, 2002] . In contrast, strath terraces in the Mattole River valley (Figure 1b ) are thought to form by steady vertical incision and unsteady lateral erosion [Merritts et al., 1994] . The Le Sueur River, Minnesota (Figure 1c ), is known to have undergone pulses of vertical incision caused by a series of propagating knickpoints that generated numerous terraces [Gran et al., 2013] . The San Juan River valley serves as an example with limited terrace development.
To estimate the appropriate dimensionless variables for the field examples, we use existing literature to constrain lateral and vertical incision rates and channel dimensions (Table 1) . When not reported in previous work, we estimated channel dimensions based on aerial images (Table 1) . Most estimates of lateral erosion rates discussed below are temporal averages, whereas our model results are cast in terms of maximum lateral erosion rates (as discussed in section 3.1). Therefore, we estimate and report in Table 1 the maximum lateral erosion rate as 3 times the average, based on results from the Howard and Knutson [1984] meandering model.
For the Clearwater River, Wegmann and Pazzaglia [2002] estimated an average lateral erosion rate of 125 mm/yr based on the width of their Q t5 strath terrace. Based on radiocarbon dates of strath terrace alluvium in the reach 15 to 30 km upstream from the river mouth [Wegmann and Pazzaglia, 2002] , we compute a mean vertical incision rate of E V = 0.8 ± 0.4 mm/yr. Radiocarbon dating on the Mattole River terraces constrains vertical incision rate to 0.7 to 1.8 mm/yr over the last 12 kyr [Merritts et al., 1994] . We estimate the maximum lateral erosion rate as ranging from 28.5 ± 10.5 mm/yr based on two estimates of average lateral erosion rates for similar rivers in the region (Eel River [Fuller et al., 2009] and Smith River [Finnegan and Dietrich, 2011] ). For the Colorado River, we use radiocarbon dates from Blum and Valastro [1994] (see Figure 7 of that study) to estimate an average lateral erosion rate and convert this to a maximum lateral erosion rate of 150 ± 75 mm/yr. Using the same age data and terrace elevations, we estimate a vertical incision rate of 0.29 ± 0.04 mm/yr. For the Wind River, the average vertical incision rate between the WR-7 and WR-3 strath-capping gravels near Riverton, WY, is 0.15 ± 0.01 mm/yr [Chadwick et al., 1997] , and the maximum lateral erosion rate is estimated as 10 ± 5 mm/yr using the average lateral erosion rate estimated by Hancock and Anderson [2002] . For the Le Sueur River, the average vertical incision rate is 1.6 ± 0.4 mm/yr since 13 ka, and the maximum lateral erosion rate is measured historically as 300 ± 200 mm/yr [Gran et al., 2011] . Cosmogenic radionuclide dating of perched [Wolkowinsky and Granger, 2004; Hanks and Finkel, 2005] . The banks of the San Juan River are commonly composed of highly resistant sandstone [Harden, 1990] , and we estimate a maximum lateral erosion rate 3 ± 1.5 mm/yr based on comparison to rates in weaker rocks elsewhere [Montgomery, 2004] . Together, we find a range of values for E v * from 0.04 (Clearwater River) to 1.07 (San Juan River) ( Table 1) .
Model Formulation and Methods
It is difficult to test our hypotheses with existing terrace models because most do not include meandering [Veldkamp and van Dijke, 2000; Hancock and Anderson, 2002; Finnegan, 2013; Langston et al., 2015] or do not represent spatial differences in bank strength within valleys [Veldkamp and van Dijke, 2000; Hancock and Anderson, 2002; Finnegan and Dietrich, 2011] . Models that do include meandering have not systematically analyzed the age and geometry of simulated terraces [Lancaster, 1998; Finnegan and Dietrich, 2011; Limaye and Lamb, 2014] . In contrast to previous studies that have primarily compared terrace age to paleoclimate proxies without explicitly considering channel kinematics [Pan et al., 2003; Bridgland and Westaway, 2008; Fuller et al., 2009] , we use a forward modeling approach with constant boundary conditions to explicitly test how channel vertical and lateral erosion rates influence terrace generation.
We follow the approach of Limaye and Lamb [2014] to simulate river valley evolution. We use the simplest possible numerical model that incorporates river meandering and vertical incision and tracks differences in bank strength between bedrock and sediment. To limit the computational intensity of the model runs and permit modeling of terrace evolution over timescales of 100,000 years, we employ a relatively simple and commonly used model of river meandering in which channel curvature drives bend migration [Howard and Knutson, 1984] . This model reproduces key meandering kinematics and geometries, including growth, downstream translation, and asymmetry of meander bends [Howard and Knutson, 1984] . Known model limitations apply primarily to channel dynamics on timescales shorter than the cutoff timescale, including simplistic representation of hydrodynamics and sediment transport [Seminara, 2006] , fixed channel width , the inability to generate compound bend shapes prior to cutoff [Lancaster and Bras, 2002] and other higher-order moments of channel migration [Guneralp and Marston, 2012] , and higher sinuosity and regularity of meander bends than for natural cases [Howard and Hemberger, 1991] . These deficiencies are at least partially mitigated over timescales longer than the cutoff timescale because the step change in channel planform geometry appears to dominate hydrodynamic effects [Camporeale et al., 2005] , cutoffs greatly increase the variety of bend shapes, and alluvial meandering channels tend to maintain channel width despite short-term differences in bank movement Eke et al., 2014] .
Meandering and Landscape Evolution Model
In the centerline evolution model [Howard and Knutson, 1984] , local lateral erosion rate is a function of local and upstream-integrated curvature
where R 1 is the dimensionless lateral erosion rate, s is the centerline node index, ξ is the along-channel distance, and R o = (r/w c ) À1 , where r is the radius of curvature of the centerline at node s. The sign of R o is set as positive where the local channel path is in the clockwise direction and negative where the path is counterclockwise. Ω and Γ are dimensionless parameters set to À1 and 2.5, respectively, and determine the relative weight of local (Ω) and upstream (Γ) curvature [Ikeda et al., 1981] . G is a weighting function
with dimensionless scaling coefficient k = 1 [Ikeda et al., 1981] . C f is a dimensionless friction coefficient set to 0.01, following Stølum [1996] . The maximum upstream distance for the integration of channel curvature is ξ max , where the normalized value of the weighting function falls below 1%. The local, dimensional lateral migration rate at centerline node s is Journal of Geophysical Research: Earth Surface
where k e is the lateral erosion rate constant, μ is average channel sinuosity, and ε is a dimensionless parameter set to À2/3 [Howard and Knutson, 1984] .
The channel cross section is rectangular, where the channel width and depth are the bankfull values. A 2 year time step is used and represents the recurrence interval of the bankfull discharge typical for alluvial rivers [Leopold et al., 1964] . Given uncertainties in the formative discharge for bedrock streams [Tinkler and Wohl, 1998; Whipple, 2004] , the same time step is used for all model runs. Neck cutoffs are identified where channel banks connect with themselves; chute cutoffs are not modeled [e.g., Sun et al., 1996; Lancaster, 1998; Finnegan and Dietrich, 2011] ; and overbank deposition is implicitly assumed to fill meander loops immediately following cutoff [e.g., Sun et al., 1996; Finnegan and Dietrich, 2011] . The model domain is arbitrarily large in the cross-valley direction and periodic in the along-valley direction, which permits the channel belt axis to wander freely. The along-valley length of the model domain is set to 120 channel widths or approximately 10 meander wavelengths [Leopold and Wolman, 1960] . The initial topography is a flat plane with the channel inset one channel depth.
The initial channel sinuosity is established by evolving an initially straight channel seeded with random, meter-scale noise for a fixed dimensionless simulation time t* = 500 [Limaye and Lamb, 2014] . During this initialization phase, channel bends grow and develop past the point of cutoff so that the initial random noise configuration is no longer apparent. At the end of the initialization phase, the erodibility coefficient k e is set so that the maximum lateral migration rate of any channel centerline node equals E L , i.e.,
In simulations with bank strength differences between bedrock and sediment, equation (6) is replaced by
and for sediment
where k b is the lateral erosion rate coefficient for all bedrock banks and k s is the corresponding coefficient for all sediment banks.
Models with spatial variations in bank strength yield predictions for meandering channel trajectories that are generally sensitive to grid resolution except in cases of large channel migration rates [Limaye and Lamb, 2013] . Therefore, we couple the centerline evolution model to the vector-based method of Limaye and Lamb [2013] for tracking bank materials, which does not use grids. We track two classes of material that can be assigned distinct erodibilities: bedrock and sediment. The local erosion rate coefficient is scaled according to the fraction of bank material that is bedrock (f b ), measured from the channel bed to the bankfull height
Fluxes of water and sediment are not explicitly tracked; sediment is automatically emplaced along the trailing bank as the channel migrates across the valley, with a thickness equal to the channel depth ( Figure 2) . Similarly, eroded sediment is automatically removed from the model domain, except for that emplaced on the trailing edge of the channel. When the channel erodes laterally, it removes the entire vertical column of material that it encounters (Movies S1-S7 in the supporting information, which are further discussed in section 4).
We seek to explore terrace formation under simplified scenarios where we can isolate and impose vertical incision rate as a constant (equation (1b)). This assumption introduces a complication because channel slope evolves in natural meandering channels as meander bends grow and suddenly shorten through cutoffs [Hooke, 2013] , and slope has been hypothesized to influence vertical incision rates [Howard and Kerby, 1983; Stark, 2006; Finnegan and Dietrich, 2011] . If vertical incision rates were fixed, then knickpoints formed by meander cutoff would neither propagate nor diffuse [Seidl and Dietrich, 1992] and would constitute an increasing proportion of the channel longitudinal profile. In order to isolate the role of unsteady lateral erosion without introducing a variety of unconstrained knickpoint processes, we follow Limaye and Lamb [2014] Journal of Geophysical Research: Earth Surface
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and set channel slope to zero to prevent slope evolution, and vertical incision rate is varied as an independent parameter. Thus, model behavior should most closely approximate natural streams with low slopes.
Terrace Detection 3.2.1. Simulated Terraces
Each model run generates vector data for valley and channel evolution [Limaye and Lamb, 2013] . These vector data are converted to gridded surface age, surface topography, and bedrock topography using a 10 m grid spacing similar to field-scale digital elevation models (DEMs) [e.g., Gesch, 2007] . These grids are used for statistical comparison of terrace attributes. To map simulated terraces objectively and rapidly, we use a new algorithm to identify terraces that is closely related to previous work [Demoulin et al., 2007; Stout and Belmont, 2013] . The algorithm reflects common methods used for mapping terraces based on gradients in digital elevation models [Fuller et al., 2009; Gran et al., 2011] and for classifying terraces based on spatial relationships to other landscape features, including the modern river channel and other terraces [Merritts et al., 1994] . Terrace identification metrics are summarized in Table 2 .
Terrace surfaces are identified as groups of contiguous DEM pixels that meet criteria for local relief (<1 m) and elevation relative to the channel (>1 channel depth above the top of the channel). We measure local relief as the standard deviation of elevation over a fixed, 30 m by 30 m window centered on each DEM pixel. This window geometry is similar to that used in field cases using DEMs [Burrough and McDonell, 1998; Gesch, 2007] . The local relief threshold is chosen to approximate the minimum difference in elevation commonly used to differentiate terrace tread elevations (i.e., Δz) [Personius, 1995; van den Berg, 1996; Wegmann and Pazzaglia, 2002; Gran et al., 2013] . Qualitatively, the same relief threshold differentiates most low-relief terrace treads from high-relief terrace risers in DEMs of natural landscapes. In addition, a threshold area is applied to reduce spurious terrace detections; the threshold is set at 100 m 2 following Fuller et al. [2009] , which is a typical pixel area in field-scale DEMs [e.g., Gesch, 2007] . We only consider terraces that are wider than two channel widths, and thus effectively remove misidentified cutoff loops from the terrace database.
The remaining terrace objects are analyzed further for mean surface elevation, age (for model runs), slope, dip direction, area, and length (Table A1) . We define terrace length as the maximum distance spanned by the terrace parallel to the mean valley direction and nondimensionalize terrace length by channel width. For natural terraces, individual surfaces may be diachronous because of longitudinal differences in abandonment time, for example, due to spatially variable sediment evacuation [Weldon, 1986] or knickpoint propagation [Finnegan, 2013] . These factors are not included in the model, and, in general, the model topography does not exhibit systematic, streamwise trends in surface age.
We identify paired terraces in the model runs automatically and objectively. A rectangular bounding box is fit to each individual terrace, and a search window with a width equal to the width of the terrace is constructed by extending the bounding box in the across-valley direction. The local valley azimuth is determined by smoothing the local channel centerline. If the search window overlaps a terrace on the other side of the active channel and if the mean terrace elevations with respect to the local channel elevation differ by less than a threshold value, then the terraces are flagged as paired. Considering the threshold local relief for terrace riser definition (1 m over a 30 m baseline) and the range of terrace widths (commonly tens to hundreds of meters), a single terrace tread can span several meters in elevation. Therefore, we identify terraces with mean elevations within 2 m of each other as paired. This pairing criterion is relatively conservative because terraces with overlapping elevation ranges are classified as unpaired if the difference in mean terrace elevation exceeds 2 m or if terraces are separated along the valley. We calculate the fraction of paired terraces (f paired ) that form in our model runs and weight the results by terrace area. Commonly, terrace surfaces in a given catchment are grouped into unique levels according to their elevation with respect to the channel [Baker and Penteado-Orellana, 1977; Wegmann and Pazzaglia, 2002; Fuller et al., 2009] , which along with sedimentologic characteristics and ages [Baker and Penteado-Orellana, 1977; Blum and Valastro, 1994; Bridgland and Westaway, 2008; Wegmann and Pazzaglia, 2009 ] are used to identify surfaces formed at similar times and by similar processes. Because elevation is more readily measured than material can be dated, it is rare for each terrace surface to be independently dated [e.g., Fuller et al., 2009] . Therefore, in order to identify the number of unique terrace levels in a way consistent with many field studies, we classify terraces as belonging to the same level if their mean elevations fall within the same elevation bin. The elevation bin height (Δz) is set at 1 m, consistent with reported variations of strath elevation and minimum differences in terrace elevation [Personius, 1995; van den Berg, 1996; Wegmann and Pazzaglia, 2002; Gran et al., 2013] . The distribution of time intervals between unique terrace levels (Δt terrace ) is calculated by sorting the unique terrace levels by mean surface age then differencing these ages.
Unless otherwise noted, we analyze the median value (Δt terrace,50 ) of this distribution. We also report the tails of the terrace age distribution (i.e., 10th [Δt terrace,10 ] and 90th [Δt terrace,90 ] percentiles) to quantify whether the terraces have a repeating, characteristic time interval.
As will be shown in the results, the time interval between unique terrace levels (Δt terrace ) is most strongly controlled by the time for vertical incision to generate relief sufficient to define a unique terrace level
In the analysis that follows, we nondimensionalize the characteristic terrace timescale Δt terrace by t vert , which allows us to explore secondary controls on Δt terrace apart from the vertical incision rate and the elevation threshold Δz. Results presented in this framework are less sensitive to the particular threshold Δz for terrace differentiation. Thus, Δt terrace,50 /t vert = 1 corresponds to the shortest median time interval between terraces allowed by the model setup.
Natural Cases
For natural landscapes, erosion, hillslope processes, and other landscape features (e.g., roads) complicate accurate terrace detection [e.g., Stout and Belmont, 2013], and field-based observations are often needed for correct identification [Merritts et al., 1994; Bridgland and Westaway, 2008; Wegmann and Pazzaglia, 2009] . Therefore, we extracted terrace tread extents from geologic maps (partially shown in Figure 1 ). In our modeling, which does not incorporate along-channel slope, all elevations are measured with respect to the spatially uniform elevation of the channel. Therefore, in order to measure natural DEM elevations within a reference frame consistent with the model runs, for each natural DEM pixel we subtract the elevation of the channel at the nearest point along the channel planform trace. This elevation correction is used to calculate terrace attributes including mean elevation, slope, dip direction, and pairing fraction but does not affect the planform terrace properties of length and area.
To compare the characteristic timescales of autogenic terraces with those for our field cases, we extract the mean elevation of terraces mapped for the valleys in Figure 1 . We calculate the median elevation difference between unique terrace levels in the same manner used for the simulated terraces. The terrace elevations are translated to a median time difference between terrace levels (Δt terrace,50 ) using the average vertical incision rate at each site (Table 1) and
where Δz 50 is the median elevation difference between unique terrace levels. Similarly, the timescale for relief generation sufficient to abandon a terrace (t vert ) is estimated for each valley following equation (9). These calculations assume a constant vertical incision rate for comparison purposes; unsteady vertical incision rates would yield different values of Δt terrace,50 and t vert .
Modeled Parameter Space
We analyze two sets of model runs: one with constant bank strength and the other with variable bank strength (Table 3) . In both cases, the channel width-to-depth ratio (w c *) is fixed at 20 in our model runs-a value within
the range of mixed bedrock-alluvial channels and alluvial meandering channels for moderate valley slopes [Parker, 1976] . The channel width and depth separately affect detailed model behavior; for example, depth affects meander wavelength, and width affects the threshold for neck cutoffs. In terms of dimensionless parameters, however, the channel aspect ratio only directly affects the dimensionless vertical incision rate (equation (1b)), so different channel aspect ratios can be accounted for through E v *. Though some strath terraces date to before 100 ka [Pan et al., 2003] , terraces are commonly dated as several or tens of thousands of years old [Blum and Valastro, 1994; Merritts et al., 1994; Fuller et al., 2009; Gran et al., 2013] . Consequently, in our model runs we employ a maximum dimensional simulation time (t) of 100,000 years.
In the model runs with constant bank strength, we separately vary the nondimensional vertical incision rate (E V *) and the nondimensional simulation time (t*) while holding the other parameters constant. We vary E V * from 0.002 to 200, representing a range of maximum lateral erosion rates from 1 mm/yr (i.e., highly resistant bedrock) to 1 m/yr (i.e., highly erodible floodplain sediments) and a range of dimensional vertical incision rates from 0.1 mm/yr (i.e., a slowly uplifting continental interior environment) to a high of 10 mm/yr (i.e., an active orogen) [Montgomery, 2004] , which encompasses our field examples (Table 1) . We vary t* from 1 to 5000 (i.e., the time for the channel to migrate laterally 1 to 5000 channel widths in sediment bank materials).
The model runs with variable bank strength involve tracking the evolving spatial distribution of bedrock and sediment and thus are more computationally intensive [Limaye and Lamb, 2013] . Therefore, instead of an exhaustive exploration of model parameters for cases with variable bank strength, we focus our analysis on the effect of changing the strength of the bedrock banks. Therefore, we fix the nondimensional vertical incision rate for sediment banks (E Vs * = 0.002) and the nondimensional simulation time (t* = 5000) and vary only E Vb *. The cases with variable bank strength involve an additional parameter, the nondimensional width of the initial alluvial belt (w ab *), due to erodibility differences between sediment and bedrock. In order to characterize the first-order influence of an alluvial belt with a finite initial width, we set w ab * = 0.1 (i.e., the channel is initially confined within a zone of sediment fill one channel depth in thickness, with bedrock at the lateral boundaries of the fill and at the channel bed). See Limaye and Lamb [2014] for model results that vary w ab *.
The kinematic evolution of simulated meandering channels is highly sensitive to initial planform geometry [Frascati and Lanzoni, 2010] , which causes different patterns of erosion and terrace development for the same model parameters. Whereas previous model runs using an identical model formulation indicated that river valley aspect ratio is generally insensitive to initial channel planform geometry [Limaye and Lamb, 2014] , river terraces exhibit a greater sensitivity to initial conditions because they are finer in scale. Consequently, we ran the model with constant bank strength and a unique set of parameters 10 separate times, each with a different initial channel planform geometry resulting from different planimetric noise during the initialization phase.
Terrace statistical distributions, including the time between terrace levels, and maximum terrace length, slope, dip direction, and pairing fraction are computed separately for each model run and then considered collectively for each set of parameters. We set Δt terrace as undefined when fewer than two terraces form for more than half of the model runs with the same parameters but different initial channel geometry. Because model runs that track differences in bank strength are more computationally intensive, only one run is conducted for each unique set of parameters in these cases. Therefore, the results presented for cases with variable bank strength do not account for the same variety of initial conditions as the cases with constant bank strength. The procedure for initially evolving the channel sinuosity is the same as in the model runs with constant bank strength, except that the channel is not allowed to erode laterally past bedrock boundaries during the initialization phase [Limaye and Lamb, 2014] . 
Model Predictions for Terrace Formation
In this section we present model results for terrace formation that are motivated by our hypotheses in section 2. We begin by describing terrace age and geometry for cases with constant vertical incision rates and constant bank strength. In section 4.2 we then consider the effects of variable bank strength on terrace formation and geometry. In section 4.3 we compare examples of terrace formation by pulsed and constant vertical incision rates.
Model Runs With Constant Bank Strength
Qualitatively, the model runs with constant bank strength and constant vertical incision rates generate three types of valleys, examples of which are shown in Figure 3 . The large-scale geometry of the valley and the occurrence of terraces at smaller scales are sensitive to both t*, which determines the amount of valley widening, and E V *, which determines the amount of valley deepening relative to valley widening [Limaye and Lamb, 2014] .
In an example of the first valley type (t* = 5000 and E V * = 0.003; Figure 3a and Movie S1 in the supporting information), channel lateral migration is extensive and vertical incision is slow compared to lateral erosion, so the channel erodes broad surfaces that are continuous along valley, similar to the Colorado River terraces (Figure 1d ). The curves in the terrace margins and in the shaded relief indicate that the surfaces form by the growth of numerous meander bends that each erode a separate swath. Because of the relatively low vertical incision rate, the channel incises vertically only minimally between successive cycles of meander loop growth and cutoff. As a result, the surfaces eroded by the channel have similar elevations and thus contribute to forming the same terrace surface.
For an example of the second valley type (t* = 108 and E V * = 0.7; Figure 3b and Movie S2 in the supporting information), channel lateral migration is also extensive, but the higher relative vertical incision rate impacts terrace properties in two ways. First, less area near the channel falls beneath the minimum elevation threshold for classification as a terrace, so terraces occur closer to the channel. Second, the terraces are smaller, more numerous, and bounded by individual meander cutoff loops, similar to the Clearwater River terraces ( Figure 1a ). This terrace geometry develops because under the relatively high vertical incision rate, the channel incises vertically a substantial amount between successive cycles of meander bend growth and cutoff. As a result, when the channel reoccupies a portion of the landscape, it commonly does so at a lower elevation and cuts a terrace riser (Figure 2c ).
In an example of the third valley type (t* = 5 and E V * = 200; Figure 3c ), channel lateral migration is limited and greatly outpaced by vertical incision. All topography takes the form of slip-off surfaces and occasional meander cutoff loops, as is common for meanders deeply entrenched in bedrock (e.g., San Juan River) [Harden, 1990] . No terraces form because the surface slope, and thus local relief, is too high along the channel-eroded surfaces for them to be classified as terraces. We define this condition as "slope limited."
These examples illustrate that t* and E V * strongly influence the number and geometry of river terraces formed by meandering with constant vertical incision. The combined influences of t* and E V * are quantified in the following sections. 4.1.1. Terrace Age Distributions Figure 4a shows the time interval between unique terrace levels (Δt terrace,50 /t vert ) as a function of t* for several fixed values of E V * at which terrace formation is not slope limited. For increasing E V *, Δt terrace,50 /t vert is defined over a broader range of t* because the channel generates more vertical relief, and potentially more terraces, for the same dimensionless simulation time. In general, terraces do not form at the margins of parameter space where different terrace definition thresholds are encountered. Slope-limited conditions prevail for relatively high nondimensional vertical incision rates (E V * > 2; Figure 4b ) due to the local relief threshold (Table 2) . Slip-off surfaces form instead, though they may be relatively narrow (Figure 3c ). Terraces do not form for two additional reasons. First, relatively low dimensionless vertical incision rates do not generate sufficient relief for terrace formation (e.g., E V * ≤ 0.02 for t* ≤ 300 in Figure 4a ). We define this condition as "relief limited." Second, for relatively short dimensionless simulation times, lateral channel migration is insufficient to bevel a terrace surface (i.e., "migration limited," as for t* < 40 in Figure 4a ). Subsequent plots highlight regimes where terraces do not form for one or a combination of these reasons.
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By definition, no data fall below Δt terrace,50 /t vert = 1 (Figure 4a ) because t vert represents the minimum time interval between terrace levels. For all values of E V * with defined Δt terrace,50 /t vert , Δt terrace,50 /t vert is near unity for relatively low t*, which corresponds to limited lateral channel migration. Because reworking of existing surfaces is limited in these cases, the time interval between unique terrace levels is set only by the timescale for sufficient relief generation, and so Δt terrace,50 ≈ t vert . As t* increases, Δt terrace,50 /t vert increases approximately We note that although the channel sinuosity in this case has developed for a total dimensionless time of t* = 505 including the initialization phase, the topography is only altered over the nondimensional simulation time of t* = 5.
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logarithmically because continued channel migration reworks areas previously visited by the channel. Frequent reworking of surfaces near the channel can prevent abandonment of these areas as terraces (e.g., Figure 3a ) or alternatively destroy existing terraces; both processes result in longer time intervals between unique terrace levels. The logarithmic increase in Δt terrace,50 /t vert with dimensionless simulation time is consistent with the finding that meander belt width increases logarithmically with simulation time [Howard, 1996] . The margins of the meander belt are less likely to be visited by the migrating channel than areas close to the channel [Bradley and Tucker, 2013] , so areas near the channel are preferentially reworked and terraces are less likely to be preserved there. Similarly, as the meander belt widens, the likelihood of the channel eroding past the margins of the alluvial belt decreases and the widening rate of the alluvial belt decreases. The rate of increase of Δt terrace,50 /t vert with increasing t* is generally more pronounced for relatively low E V * because the channel is more likely to rework previously visited areas before they can be abandoned as terraces. Figure 4b shows the time interval between unique terrace levels (Δt terrace,50 /t vert ) as a function of E V * for several fixed values of t*. Δt terrace,50 /t vert is undefined across a broad range of E V * for t* ≤ 10 because of limited lateral channel migration in those cases. For t* = 100 and t* = 1000, Δt terrace,50 /t vert begins at a relatively low value (<2) but increases sharply as E V * approaches unity until Δt terrace,50 /t vert is undefined. This behavior occurs because the high relative rate of vertical-tolateral erosion causes high surface slopes in areas eroded by the channel and results in a greater proportion of slip-off slopes relative to terraces (Figure 3c ). As the number of terraces decreases, Δt terrace,50 /t vert increases until there are so few terraces that Δt terrace,50 /t vert is undefined. The transition from forming terraces to forming slip-off surfaces is sharpest near E V * = 1, where the vertical incision rate typically approaches the maximum lateral erosion rate. For t* = 5000, Δt terrace,50 /t vert varies widely with E V * and is greater than for other values of t* because of increased reworking of previously visited areas. For the high nondimensional simulation time (t* = 5000) and low values of dimensionless vertical incision rate (E V * < 10 À1 ), few terraces form (due to low vertical incision rates) and terrace preservation is limited (due to extensive channel migration). Thus, the total number of terraces is relatively small and more sensitive to surface reworking than for the curves with less channel migration (i.e., lower values of t*), which results in a higher variability in the time between terrace levels. Figure 4c shows the distribution of time intervals between terrace levels, expressed as the ratio of the 90th and 50th percentiles of the time between unique terrace levels, as a function of t* for several fixed values of E V *. For all values of E V * > 0.002, Δt terrace,90 /Δt terrace,50 , where it is defined, is relatively small (i.e., <3) for lower values of t* and typically increases with t*. The small value of Δt terrace,90 /Δt terrace,50 shows that autogenic terraces do have a characteristic reoccurrence time. The increase in the variance of the time intervals between unique terrace levels with increasing t* indicates that terraces are destroyed by increased lateral channel migration. The rate of increase of Δt terrace,90 /Δt terrace,50 with t* is similar for different values of E V * for t* < 1000, but as in Figure 4a each curve is offset because model runs with lower E V * require larger t* to generate terraces and for Δt terrace to be defined. Figure 4d shows the variety in Δt terrace,90 /Δt terrace,50 as a function of E V * and for several unique values of t*. The trends in Δt terrace,90 /Δt terrace,50 are similar to those in Δt terrace,50 /Δt vert (Figure 4b) . Except for the model runs with t* = 5000, for which terrace destruction causes large variations in the terrace age distribution, Δt terrace,90 /Δt terrace,50 is relatively consistent and low until it approaches E V * = 1. Terrace formation is rarer for E V * = 1 and preferentially occurs on the insides of relatively rapidly migrating meander bends; elsewhere, slip-off surfaces form. In this case, the lower terrace formation frequency and the terrace association with exceptionally active meander bends may contribute to greater variety in Δt terrace,90 /Δt terrace,50 . Figure 5a shows model results for median terrace slope as a function of t* for several fixed values of E V *. Terrace slope is generally insensitive to t*, except for t* > 1000 and E V * < 0.02 which results in steeper terrace slopes for larger t*. This increase in terrace slope for t* > 1000 and E V * < 0.02 occurs because the terraces 
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formed under those conditions are broad, compound surfaces formed by the sweeping of many meander bends (Figure 3a) . Consequently, some terrace surface slopes are not set instantaneously during bend migration but instead by wandering of the channel belt axis during vertical incision. For relatively high vertical incision rates, this wandering would leave a terrace (i.e., Figure 2d ), but for relatively low vertical incision rates, the scarp formed at the channel cutbank is often too short and is not identified as a terrace riser (section 3.2).
Figure 5b shows median terrace slope as a function of E V * for several fixed values of t*. For cases in which terraces form, there is a linear relationship between median terrace slope and E V * for t* ≤ 100. The strong collapse in the data occurs because these cases have little channel belt wandering so that the surface slope reflects the instantaneous vertical incision rate and lateral erosion rate of the channel. For t* > 100 and E V * < 0.1, channel belt wandering commonly develops terraces from a composite of surfaces active at different times as the channel incises vertically; therefore, terrace slopes are slightly higher than expected solely based on the instantaneous, imposed vertical and lateral erosion rates. These results suggest that despite the kinematic complexity of meandering, terrace slope is a reliable indicator of the relative rates of vertical-to-lateral erosion, at least in cases with constant bank strength. Accounting for the influences of channel dimensions (w c and h c ) on E V * (equation (1b)), the fit for t* ≤ 100 implies equivalence between terrace slope and the ratio of vertical incision to maximum lateral erosion rate. Figure 6a shows an example of the distribution of terrace dip directions for a set of model runs with fixed parameters but different initial channel planform geometries. Terrace dip direction is measured as the counterclockwise angle with respect to the mean, downstream-oriented valley axis. Terraces with ø terrace = 0°dip parallel to the mean down-valley direction. Similarly, ø terrace = ±180°corresponds to terrace dip in the up-valley direction. In this example, terrace dips are preferentially oriented perpendicular to the valley axis (i.e., ±90°). As with terrace slope, terrace dip direction may either develop through the migration of a single bend (Figure 3b ) or reflect the orientation of a composite surface formed by the migration of different meander bends (Figure 3a) . Figure 6b shows the most common dip direction as a function of t* for fixed values of E V *. For all values of E V *, terraces dip in approximately the valley-parallel directions (0°and ±180°) for t* < 100 and then approach valley-perpendicular dip directions for t* ≥ 1000 (except for E V * = 0.2, t* = 5000). Figure 6c shows the strength of the preferred terrace dip direction, expressed as the ratio of the probability for the most probable dip direction divided by the probability for the median dip direction (P max /P median ). The strength of the preferred terrace dip direction is highest for t* ≤ 100 and t* ≥ 1000; between these values of t*, P max /P median is near unity and terraces do not show a preferred dip direction. Figure 6d shows the most common dip direction (ø terrace ) as a function of E V * for fixed values of t*. Dip direction does not respond systematically to E V * but is most closely oriented in the valley-perpendicular direction for t* ≥ 1000. The strength of the preferred terrace dip direction does not show a consistent relationship with E V * (Figure 6e ). The association of terraces that dip in the valley-perpendicular direction with large values of t* (i.e., ≥1000) indicates that these surfaces form as a consequence of channel belt wandering rather than meander bend growth because multiple generations of meander bend growth and cutoff occur by t* = 1000. The resulting composite surfaces dip toward the center of the valley. Figure 7 shows maximum terrace length normalized by channel width as a function of t* for several fixed values of E V *. With some exceptions, maximum terrace length generally increases with t*, because in time smaller terraces are preferentially destroyed by reworking (Figure 7a ). The maximum terrace length is set by the domain length and is reached for cases that generate terraces with E V * < 0.2 and t* > 100. Model runs that vary E V * for several fixed values of t* (Figure 7b ) indicate that for sufficiently long simulations, maximum terrace length plateaus at the domain length for E V * ≤ 10
Terrace Dip Direction
Terrace Length
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. These long terraces form because of the low relative rate of verticalto-lateral erosion, and multiple generations of meander bends at different locations along the river erode a composite surface of roughly consistent elevation (Figure 3a ). There is a sharp decrease in maximum terrace length for 0.1 < E V * < 1 because increasing vertical incision rates cause successive generations of meander bends to erode surfaces with larger differences in elevation. This variety in surface elevations prevents the
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formation of longitudinally extensive, low-relief surfaces. Instead, the channel-swept areas are classified as separate and increasingly smaller terraces (Figure 3b) . 4.1.5. Terrace Pairing Paired terraces commonly occur in our model runs. Though the terraces in each pair typically form at distinct times, their differences in mean elevation are less than the threshold for classification as paired (i.e., 2 m). Paired terraces can have either of two geometries. In the first case low relative rates of vertical-to-lateral The strength of the preferred terrace dip direction, expressed as the ratio of the probability for the most probable dip direction divided by the probability for the median dip direction (P max /P median ) versus t* for fixed values of E V *. (d) Most probable terrace dip direction versus E V * for fixed values of t*. (e) The strength of the preferred terrace dip direction versus E V * for fixed values of t*. In Figures 6b and 6d , positive and negative values of ø indicate dip direction toward different sides of the valley axis and are plotted separately.
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erosion cause the channel to wander extensively while generating little relief, which creates broad surfaces on either side of the channel (Figure 3a) . In the second case, higher vertical incision rates generate relief sufficient to create a terrace during the growth and cutoff of an individual meander bend, and so numerous terraces circumscribed by meander cutoff loops form on either side of the active channel (Figure 3b ). Figure 8a shows the fraction of paired terraces (f paired ) as a function of t* for several fixed values of E V *. In all cases where terraces form, f paired exceeds 0.8 at the lowest values of t* and declines toward 0 as t* increases. In only one case (for E V * = 0.006), f paired increases again after its initial decrease. For model runs that vary E V * for several fixed values of t* (Figure 8b ), f paired initially increases with increasing E V * for t* ≥ 100 because increasing relief is generated to accommodate terraces (e.g., Figure 3 ). The fraction of paired terraces then decreases as E V * approaches 1 because relatively high vertical incision rates cause high surface slopes that exceed the threshold for local relief in the terrace detection algorithm (Figure 3c and Table 2 ), and terraces that do form are more likely to be offset in elevation due to the high rates of relief generation.
Summary of Model Runs With Constant Bank Strength
For all other factors equal, model runs with low ratios of vertical-to-lateral erosion rate tend to produce longer terraces formed by the compound sweeping of several meander bends (Figures 3a and 7b ). These terraces (Figure 6d ) with slopes higher than the ratio of vertical-to-lateral erosion rate (Figure 5b ) and have terrace recurrence ages that are relatively large (Figure 4b ). In contrast, terraces in model runs with high ratios of vertical-to-lateral erosion rate are commonly smaller and bounded by meander cutoff loops, as long as surface slopes are low enough to form terraces (Figures 3b and 7b) . These terraces have no particular slope orientation, their gradients are directly proportional to the ratio of vertical-to-lateral erosion rate (Figure 5b) , and they form frequently with a recurrence timescale that is set by the time needed to generate the relief of one terrace (Figure 4b ). Pairing is maximized for moderate ratios of vertical-to-lateral erosion rate (Figure 8b ). In time, lateral erosion destroys terraces resulting in larger time gaps between terraces ( Figure 4a ) and decreased pairing (Figure 8a ). Terraces may not form for short simulation times due to insufficient vertical or lateral erosion, and slip-off surfaces rather than terraces form at very high relative rates of vertical-to-lateral erosion (Figures 3c and 4b) .
Effects of Variable Bank Strength on Model Results
In this section we consider factors that control strath terrace formation and geometry for cases in which the channel encounters mixed bedrock and alluvial bank materials. For this subset of model runs, we set the dimensionless initial alluvial belt width (w ab *) to 0.1, which corresponds to a zone of sediment fill one channel depth in thickness and one tenth the width of the unconfined meander belt [Camporeale et al., 2005] (Figure 9a) . Because of the differences in bank strength between bedrock and sediment, the nondimensional vertical incision rate takes two different forms for these model runs that each reflect the lateral erosion rate in one of the bank materials (equations (2a) and (2b)). Here we vary the nondimensional vertical incision rate for bedrock banks (E Vb *) from 0.004 to 4 and hold the nondimensional vertical incision rate for sediment banks constant (E Vs * = 0.002). Because E Vs * is fixed, the relative bank erodibility of bedrock versus sediment decreases as E Vb * increases. Nondimensional simulation time is fixed to the maximum value explored in the cases with constant bank strength (t* = 5000). Figure 9 shows examples of terrace formation for three cases with t* equal to that in Figure 3a ; E Vb * is between the values of E V * in Figures 3a and 3b . Initially, the channel develops sinuosity within the sediment-filled zone but turns at sharp angles where it meets the confining bedrock walls at the margin of the alluvial belt (Figure 9a ). From this initial condition, three different regimes of channel lateral migration and terrace evolution can occur [Limaye and Lamb, 2014] . In the first regime, the channel actively erodes the bedrock boundaries at the edge of the alluvial belt, and strath terraces form beyond the margin of the initial alluvial belt regardless of whether the channel entrenches in bedrock (Figure 9b and Movie S3 in the supporting information; E Vb * = 0.02). In the second regime, the channel initially migrates through the sediment-filled zone and bevels the sediment-bedrock interface at the channel bed but eventually entrenches in bedrock. This occurs because the channel incises vertically into bedrock at a rate faster than the sediment-bedrock interface is beveled across the valley [Limaye and Lamb, 2014] . The entrenched channel abandons terraces, which are usually paired (Figure 9c and Movie S4 in the supporting information; E Vb * = 0.07). In the third regime, the channel remains mobile within the alluvial belt but is impeded by relatively resistant bedrock at the alluvial belt boundaries. Consequently, the channel consistently erodes the same portions of the alluvial belt while incising vertically, and terraces rarely form (Figure 9d and Movie S5 in the supporting information; E Vb * = 0.71). Qualitatively, terrace geometries in cases with bedrock and sediment more strongly resemble natural river terraces because terrace boundaries are sublinear at valley margins (e.g., Figures 1a and 1b) and do not directly mirror the shorter wavelengths of individual meander loops (Figure 9 ).
To identify model runs in which the channel entrenches in bedrock, we track the fraction of bedrock at the cutbank measured from the channel bed up to the bankfull height. The channel is classified as entrenched in bedrock if >90% of the channel length has an all-bedrock cutbank. Figure 10 differentiates cases where the channel is entrenched or unentrenched and cases that do not generate terraces. In the following paragraphs, terrace ages and geometries for the cases with variable bank strength are compared to the results for the model runs with constant bank strength collectively. In addition, we compare the results to a single case with constant bank strength and a dimensionless vertical incision rate (E V * = 0.002) equal to the dimensionless vertical incision rate for sediment banks (E Vs * = 0.002), which is indicated with a star and referred to as the control case with constant bank strength. The control case represents the distribution of terrace properties for 10 replicate simulations (section 3.3). Figure 10a shows the dimensionless time interval between unique terrace levels (Δt terrace,50 /t vert ) as a function of E Vb *. For model runs in which terraces form, Δt terrace,50 /t vert varies between 1 and 3 for all but one run-a similar range as for the ensemble of cases with constant bank strength (Figures 4a and 4b) but with a greater proportion of short time intervals between terraces. Δt terrace,50 /t vert is also typically lower than for the control case with constant bank strength. Terraces do not form for three model runs near E Vb * = 1 due Figure 9 . Types of terraces produced by the model for cases with variable bank strength. The mean flow direction in all panels is from left to right, the channel is blue, and the black lines indicate cross-section locations oriented from top to bottom across each model domain. Terraces are colored according to their mean elevation (green-yellow), and the range of mean terrace elevations is noted below. (a) The initial cross section and plan view geometry of the channel and alluvial belt, in schematic form. Because w ab * < 1 in this case, the initial alluvial belt width (w ab ) is less than unconfined alluvial belt width (w uab ), and initially the channel is constrained to the alluvial belt boundaries. Within the initial alluvial belt the banks are entirely sediment (dotted) and the sediment depth equals the channel depth. Areas beyond the alluvial belt and below the elevation of the channel bed are all bedrock (hatched). (b) A model run in which the channel erodes beyond the initial alluvial belt and creates extensive terraces (E Vb * = 0.02). The terrace elevation range is 6.8 m. (c) A model run in which the channel entrenches in bedrock and paired terraces are abandoned, largely within the initial alluvial belt (E Vb * = 0.07). The terrace elevation range is 4.3 m. (d) A model run in which the channel erodes vertically while largely confined to the initial alluvial belt, resulting in minimal terrace formation (E Vb * = 0.71). The lone terrace has a mean elevation of À8.9 m relative to the initial surface.
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to highly resistant bedrock boundaries that preferentially steer meander bends to migrate down-valley and consistently sweep the alluvial belt, thus preventing terrace formation (e.g., Figure 9d ). For cases in which terraces form, there are no systematic trends between Δt terrace,50 /t vert and E Vb *.
Median terrace slope (Figure 10b ) generally increases with E Vb * for E Vb * < 0.1, similar to the trend for cases with constant bank strength ( Figure 5b ) but with more variability. The control case with constant bank strength yields a lower terrace slope than a majority of the cases with variable bank strength. For Figure 10 . Time intervals between terrace levels and terrace geometry for cases with variable bank strength, as a function of nondimensional vertical incision rate for bedrock banks (E Vb *). For these simulations the dimensionless simulation time (t* = 5000) and dimensionless vertical incision rate for sediment banks (E Vs * = 0.002) are fixed, so increasing E Vb * is equivalent to increasing bedrock bank strength. Model results for control cases with constant bank strength (with t* = 5000 and E V * = 0.002) are indicated with black stars. 
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E Vb * > 0.1, terrace slopes no longer increase. Thus, terrace slope is a less reliable indicator of the ratio of vertical-to-lateral erosion rate when bank materials are not uniform.
The preferred terrace dip direction (Figure 10c ) shows no consistent relationship with E Vb *, and for several data points terraces preferentially dip valley perpendicular (i.e., ±90°). In comparison, a valley-perpendicular terrace dip direction occurs for a more continuous range of dimensionless vertical incision rate for cases with constant bank strength with t* ≥ 1000 (Figure 6b) , including the control case with constant bank strength. Maximum terrace length (Figure 10d ) approaches the domain length for E Vb * < 10
À2
, similar to cases with constant bank strength ( Figure 7) ; maximum terrace length generally declines as E Vb * increases except for two entrenched cases.
Paired terraces in the cases with variable bank strength form through two mechanisms. First, in cases with relatively erodible bedrock and thus low vertical incision rates (i.e., E Vb * ≤ 0.03; Figure 9b ), paired terraces form by channel belt wandering with low-relief generation, similar to cases with constant bank strength. Second, channel entrenchment in bedrock can abandon extensive paired terraces in the former alluvial belt (Figure 9c ). For the range of E Vb * explored in the model runs, terraces do not occur simultaneously along adjacent, growing meander bends, as occurs in cases for the model runs with constant bank strength. The fraction of paired terraces (Figure 10e ) does not vary systematically with E Vb *, but the highest values of f paired occur for E Vb * < 0.1 except for cases in which the channel entrenches. Paired terraces are relatively rare for E Vb * > 0.1. The control case with constant bank strength does not generate paired terraces.
In summary, with significant differences in sediment and bedrock bank strength, terraces have smaller age differences, are reduced in length, and are more commonly paired. These differences are consistent with reduced lateral migration due to the presence of resistant bedrock, which in cases becomes the dominant bank material due to channel entrenchment. Bedrock banks limit the cross-valley growth of meander bends and suppress formation of extensive, compound surfaces by multiple meander sweeps. The evolving, spatial differences in bank strength can steer the channel away from areas it has already migrated across, which favors preservation of terraces formed closely in time. These unsteady migration patterns, coupled with vertical incision, cause the formation of surfaces whose slopes and dip directions are less deterministic than for cases without bank strength differences.
Effects of Pulses of Vertical Incision on Model Results
Here we present a simple example, rather than an exhaustive exploration of parameter space, to show how autogenic terraces may overprint terraces formed by pulses of vertical incision. Figure 11 shows topography formed by a meandering river over 100,000 years for three scenarios: the first with pulsed vertical incision on a repeating 25,000 year timescale, the second for a constant vertical incision rate (similar to model runs in section 4.1), and the third with pulses of vertical incision with greater amplitude but shorter duration than in the first case. The total vertical incision is the same in all cases, bank strength is constant, and the maximum lateral erosion rate (1 m/yr) corresponds to sediment bank materials. Thus, over the course of the model runs the average nondimensional vertical incision rate is the same in all three cases (E V * = 0.004, slightly greater than in Figure 3a) . The nondimensional simulation time (t* = 5000) is equal to that in Figures 3a and 9b-9d , and the channel width-to-depth ratio is also fixed to its baseline value (w c * = 20). The different vertical incision histories (Figures 11a-11c ) cause differences in topography (Figures 11d-11f ), but the lateral erosion history is the same in all three cases. Mean terrace elevations are binned at 1 m intervals (i.e., Δz; Figures 11j-11l) , mean terrace formation times are binned at 5 kyr intervals (Figures 11m-11o) , and the terrace area represented in each terrace formation time bin is normalized by the total terrace area (Figures 11m-11o) .
Strikingly, the topography formed in the two cases with pulses of vertical incision (Figures 11a and 11c) closely resembles the topography formed in the case without pulses of vertical incision (Figure 11b ). Moderate differences in the topography are evidenced by the map view extent of terraces (Figures 11d-11f ) and the topographic cross sections (Figures 11g-11i ). This comparison illustrates that meandering can dictate valley topography, which in this scenario is relatively insensitive to the history of vertical incision. In all three model runs the terrace area distribution is dominated by terraces formed at two or fewer time 
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periods from the second half of the run, highlighting the preferential preservation of younger terraces (Figures 11m-11o ).
The first case with pulsed vertical incision includes four full cycles of vertical incision (Figure 11a and Movie S6 in the supporting information). Yet several more unique terraces levels form (Figure 11j ) with different ages (Figure 11m ) because the pulses are not instantaneous, and lateral channel migration during periods of relatively high rates of vertical incision can create more than one terrace level. In comparison, the case with a constant vertical incision rate yields a greater plan view terrace extent (Figure 11e and Movie S7 in the supporting information) and also forms several terraces at distinct levels ( Figure 11k ) and times ( Figure 11n) . From section 4.1, the timescale for terrace formation (Δt terrace,50 ) for a constant vertical incision rate is approximately 1 to 4 times the minimum time interval between terrace levels (t vert ; equation (9)). For the model run in Figure 11e , this corresponds to Δt terrace,50 ≈ 5000 to 20,000 years, which approaches the 25,000 year period of vertical incision pulses. Thus, in this example the intrinsic frequency of terrace generation by meandering is similar to the frequency of terrace formation driven by external forcing.
The model run with relatively brief, high-amplitude pulses of vertical incision (Figure 11c ) might be expected to produce a set of terraces with stronger distinctions in terrace elevation and terrace formation time compared to the case with more gradual vertical incision pulses (Figure 11a) . Instead, the mean terrace elevations (Figure 11l ) and surface formation times (Figure 11o ) in the case with sharp vertical incision pulses are similar to those in the case with more gradual pulses (Figures 11j and 11m, respectively) . Notably, as in the case with gradual incision pulses, the case with sharper incision pulses does not yield a direct correspondence between the number of pulses (Figure 11c ) and the number of unique terrace formation times ( Figure 11o) . As with the larger-scale valley topography, terrace properties are strongly influenced by meandering and relatively insensitive to vertical incision history.
Comparison of Model Results to Natural River Valleys
In the following sections we analyze terrace geometry for the valleys introduced in section 2.2 and compare terrace geometry to the model results. We focus the comparison on the results in section 4.1 for model runs with constant bank strength and steady vertical incision rates for simplicity. We also make comparisons for a fixed dimensionless simulation time, t* = 5000. This exercise is not meant to assert that the field cases owe their terraces to the mechanics in our model. Indeed, far more detailed field research, dating, and sedimentology have been devoted to these case studies than what we present here [Blum and Valastro, 1994; Merritts et al., 1994; Hancock et al., 1999; Wegmann and Pazzaglia, 2002; Wolkowinsky and Granger, 2004; Gran et al., 2013] . Rather, our goals are to illustrate that autogenic terraces generated by the simplest version of our model (steady vertical incision with constant bank strength) can produce terraces with realistic geometries, slopes, extents, pairing fractions, and age differences. Furthermore, the properties of the autogenic terraces in our model overlap in cases with expectations for terrace formation induced by climate change (as in Figure 11 ), suggesting that the two mechanisms are likely overprinted for some natural cases. Only the Mattole River strath terraces are thought to have formed by meandering and steady vertical incision [Merritts et al., 1994] , with the terraces from the other sites attributed to pulses of vertical incision from various mechanisms. In section 6 we discuss a possible strategy for separating autogenic terraces from those formed by other mechanisms. 
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Besides the possibility of different terrace formation mechanisms, the natural terraces differ from those in our model runs in other ways. Our model assumes that a blanket of sediment with uniform thickness covers strath surfaces, such that terrace surface geometry reflects strath geometry. The same assumption may not hold for field cases [Fuller et al., 2009] . Terrace dip direction and slope magnitude for field cases may be altered by hillslope processes, including colluvium accumulation near terrace margins [Niviere and Marquis, 2000] and terrace dissection [Wegmann and Pazzaglia, 2009] . Terrace slope can reflect a complicated history of channel gradients and knickpoint propagation [Frankel et al., 2007; Finnegan, 2013] , which are not included in our model runs. Moreover, as explained in section 3.2.2, for all field examples the terrace elevations are measured with respect to the local active channel bed elevation, which effectively removes channel bed gradient from the terrace data. While this provides a more robust comparison to our simulations with zero bed slope, it masks down-valley tilts of the field terraces, especially for some of the higher gradient rivers we analyzed. Despite these complications, results show similarities between our modeled autogenic terraces and some of the field examples. Figure 12 shows the estimated, median time between terrace levels versus the minimum time interval between terrace levels for each valley. Compared to the model runs with constant vertical incision rates, the estimated time between terrace levels is slightly longer for the Wind River; slightly longer but within the t vert error estimates for the Mattole River; and slightly shorter but within the t vert error estimates for the Le Sueur, Clearwater, and Colorado Rivers.
Terrace Slope
The natural terrace slopes are similar to the simulated terrace slopes for the Wind and Mattole Rivers (Figure 13 ). Terrace slopes are higher but within error estimates for nondimensional vertical incision rate (E V *) for the Colorado and Le Sueur Rivers, and terrace slopes for the Clearwater River are substantially higher than predicted with the model. We speculate that dissection of terrace treads or errors in mapping (i.e., inclusion of relatively steep areas at terrace margins) may contribute to these relatively high slopes. Figure 14 shows the distribution of terrace dip directions (ø terrace ) for each of the field sites, measured counterclockwise with respect to the downstream-oriented valley axis. The Mattole River (Figure 14a ) possesses the fewest terraces; while the dip directions are varied, no terraces dip parallel to the valley, which is consistent with the conceptual model of Merritts et al. [1994] for terraces formed by lateral erosion and constant vertical incision. Terraces for the Colorado (Figure 14b ), Wind (Figure 14c ), Le Sueur (Figure 14d) , and Clearwater Rivers (Figure 14e ) all show a variety of orientations and preferred orientations in directions oblique or nearly perpendicular to the valley axis. The dominant terrace dip direction for each valley plotted against E V * shows that terraces oriented nearly perpendicular to the valley trace occur at a variety of values of E V *, which is consistent with the model predictions.
Terrace Dip Direction
Terrace Length
In contrast to the model runs with constant bank strength, the natural terraces do not exhibit an inverse relation between E V * and maximum terrace length normalized by channel width (L terrace,max /w c ) (Figure 15a) . Notably, the Clearwater and Mattole River terraces have similar L terrace,max /w c , despite their large difference in E V * (Table 1 ). The exceptionally large L terrace,max /w c for the Wind River greatly exceeds the modeled maximum terrace length for the same value of E V * (for which model domain length is greater than maximum terrace length), which suggests that at least some of the Wind River terraces formed through means other than meandering with constant vertical incision. Maximum terrace length for the Mattole River is similar to the model runs. Terraces for the Colorado and Le Sueur Rivers are somewhat smaller in length than predicted by the model but within uncertainties for E V * and L terrace,max /w c . The model does not include tributaries, which bound some terraces in the Colorado River valley and thus limit their length. Figure 15b shows the fraction of paired terraces, weighted by terrace area, for each of the field sites. Only the Le Sueur River and Clearwater River terraces meet the pairing criteria of (1) adjacency across the river and (2) mean terrace elevation within a threshold range (2 m). The existence of paired terraces on the Le Sueur River is consistent with models that predict paired terraces for cases with pulsed vertical incision. The Clearwater River terraces are much more paired than predicted by our model runs, whereas the absence of paired terraces for the Colorado, Wind, and Mattole Rivers differs strongly with model predictions of f paired ≈ 0.15-0.40 for those values of E V *.
Terrace Pairing
Discussion
Modeling by Finnegan and Dietrich [2011] also involved terrace formation linked to meandering, wherein meander growth and cutoff generated knickpoints that caused unsteady vertical incision rates. In comparison, the present modeling indicates that a broader suite of meandering rivers-including low-sloping rivers without knickpoints-can generate terraces under steady external forcing after the river generates sufficient relief to abandon a terrace (i.e., Δt terrace,50 /t vert ≈ 1-4; Figure 4) . Notably, Finnegan and Dietrich [2011] reported only unpaired terraces, but using objective criteria (section 3.2) paired terraces occur in our model because of longer dimensionless simulation times (i.e., more extensive lateral channel migration) and the use of a periodic boundary condition that allows free motion of the channel belt axis. Although these paired terraces generally form at different times, their age differences are less than or equal to t vert (equation (9)), which varies from 10 2 to 10 4 years for the model parameters tested here. This range of age differences resembles uncertainties for field dating techniques (i.e., approximately 10 2 to 10 4 years, depending on terrace age [Hancock et al., 1999; Wegmann and Pazzaglia, 2002] ).
Climate change has undoubtedly driven dramatic changes in water discharge and sediment supply, particularly near the headwaters of glaciated catchments [Hallet et al., 1996; Hancock and Anderson, 2002] . The magnitude of water and sediment supply variations in these catchments, however, is likely much larger than in many other locations. Nonetheless, a similar model of terrace formation driven by climate change has been adopted for many catchments that likely experience smaller changes in water and sediment supply, including in the U.S. the coast ranges of Oregon [Personius et al., 1993] and California [Bull, 1991; Fuller et al., 2009; DeVecchio et al., 2012] and the Texas Coastal Plain [Blum and Valastro, 1994] . While in some landscapes dramatic climate change is also indicated by moraines and other glacial features [e.g., Hancock et al., 1999] , in settings far from the glacial headwaters, terraces are often the primary geomorphic markers used to infer climate change [e.g., Bull, 1991; Personius et al., 1993; Blum and Valastro, 1994; Fuller et al., 2009] . The model results presented herein suggest that the intrinsic unsteadiness of lateral erosion should be considered as a null hypothesis for terrace formation in many landscapes, and the frequency of terrace formation by autogenic processes and external forcing may overlap in cases (Figure 11 ).
Using the elevation difference between terrace levels as a proxy for time, the estimated time between unique terrace levels is consistent with terrace formation under constant vertical incision rates for some natural river valleys ( Figure 12 ). Strath terrace ages and elevations compiled by Finnegan et al. [2014] , however, demonstrate that for many bedrock river valleys the estimated vertical incision rate declines as the measurement timescale increases, which can be explained by hiatuses in vertical incision. Thus, for mixed bedrock-alluvial rivers the model results presented here represent an end-member vertical incision scenario that in nature is likely overprinted by vertical incision hiatuses.
Our model results indicate that as a valley evolves, the river commonly reworks areas it has visited previously and thus biases surviving terraces toward older ages (Figure 4a ). This bias in preservation potential has been suggested from dated alluvial units [Lewin and Macklin, 2003] and from modeling of floodplain sediment age [Bradley and Tucker, 2013] but has only been hypothesized to occur for strath terraces [Wegmann and Pazzaglia, 2002] . Autogenic terrace formation and destruction by meandering may help explain the frequent (Figure 11j ) to form than vertical incision pulses (Figure 11a ), (2) cause terraces to form without incision pulses (Figure 11k ), and (3) destroy existing terraces (Movie S7 in the supporting information). These dynamics do not occur in terrace models such as Hancock and Anderson [2002] in which meandering is omitted and valley widening is only allowed in one direction.
Terraces generated by meandering rivers have been hypothesized to dip toward the valley center with a slope equal to the ratio of vertical-to-lateral erosion rate [Merritts et al., 1994; Fuller et al., 2009; Finnegan and Dietrich, 2011] . For our model runs with broad terraces formed by the migration of several meander bends, the terraces do tend to dip toward the valley center, but with slopes that are sometimes steeper than the ratio of channel vertical to lateral incision rates (e.g., for t* > 1000 and E V * < 0.01). Although numerous factors could complicate the interpretation of erosion rates from terrace slope, the model runs here demonstrate the plausibility of the approach.
Paired terraces are often thought to be diagnostic of pulses of vertical incision [e.g., Merritts et al., 1994; Wegmann and Pazzaglia, 2002] , but they also commonly form in our model runs with both constant bank strength ( Figure 8 ) and variable bank strength (Figure 10d ). In some cases the model runs produce paired terraces that are more abundant than observed for the Le Sueur River (Figure 15b) . Notably, terraces commonly mapped as paired in the Colorado, Wind, and Mattole River valleys are sufficiently offset in mean elevation that the objective algorithm used here classifies them as unpaired. Thus, the threshold elevation difference used to classify terraces as paired or unpaired may weigh heavily on interpretation. Considering that pairing may also decrease in time due to terrace destruction (Figure 8a ), pairing does not appear to be a reliable indicator of terrace formation process in valleys where channel migration is extensive. Terrace length appears to be a more robust indicator of formation process, as especially long terraces (i.e., L terrace,max /w c > 100) only form by meandering with constant vertical incision for E V * < 0.1 (Figure 7b) . Thus, based on the model, the existence of long terraces (i.e., L terrace,max /w c > 100), combined with E V * > 0.1, rules out terrace formation by meandering with constant vertical incision, which is the case for the longest Wind River terraces (Figure 15a ).
The unsteadiness of lateral erosion by meandering is amplified by the presence of mixed bedrock and alluvial banks that cause spatial and temporal transitions between conditions of high channel mobility in sediment banks and low mobility in bedrock banks [Lewin and Brindle, 1977; Limaye and Lamb, 2014] . This behavior can generate relatively straight terrace margins (Figure 9 ), as commonly occur for natural river terraces where they meet adjoining hillslopes (Figures 1a and 1b) . The heightened unsteadiness of channel migration with spatial differences in bank strength indicates that the terrace record for these cases may be particularly susceptible to autogenic alteration. In comparison to the cases with constant bank strength, the larger scatter in terrace properties for the cases with variable bank strength (Figure 10 ) may result, in part, from the lack of averaging over replicate model runs. Some variability in terrace properties, however, likely results from the different regimes of valley widening in the cases with variable bank strength (Figure 9 ) that can be highly sensitive to initial conditions [Limaye and Lamb, 2014] . Figure 16 . Summary of model predictions (gray) for terrace occurrence, pairing, and length as a function of vertical incision rate and lateral erosion rate. Black markers indicate estimated erosion rates for natural river valleys; uncertainties in vertical incision rates for the San Juan, Wind, and Colorado Rivers extend below the x axis limit. The minimum time interval between terrace levels (t vert ) is indicated on the right. The time in between terrace levels can exceed t vert for relatively long simulation times and low dimensionless vertical incision rates (see Figure 4 ).
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Model results are summarized for dimensional erosion rates in Figure 16 , which shows different regimes of terrace development for constant vertical incision rates: (1) no terraces; (2) short (i.e., L terrace,max /w c < 100), unpaired (i.e., f paired < 0.25) terraces; (3) short (i.e., L terrace,max /w c < 100), paired (i.e., f paired > 0.25) terraces; (4) long (i.e., L terrace,max /w c > 100), paired (i.e., f paired > 0.25) terraces; and (5) long (i.e., L terrace,max /w c > 100), unpaired (i.e., f paired < 0.25) terraces. The lack of significant terrace development in the San Juan River valley is consistent with the model prediction that any eroded surfaces are likely small terraces or slip-off surfaces due to the high relative rate of vertical-to-lateral erosion. The model further predicts that terrace geometries thought to indicate formation by climate change are more likely to develop autogenically for certain types of rivers. For example, the Colorado River valley would be expected to develop long, paired terraces autogenically due its low relative rate of vertical-to-lateral erosion. If long, paired terraces are a signature of climate change, then this signature is unlikely to be confounded by autogenic terrace formation by meandering in rivers with maximum lateral erosion rates less than 20 mm/yr, such as the Wind River.
The terrace recurrence timescale offers another criterion for distinguishing terrace formation mechanisms. The typical terrace recurrence time is between one and four times t vert ( Figure 4a) ; the latter is indicated in Figure 16 . Model results indicate that short, unpaired terraces are expected to have recurrence times of less than 1000 years for vertical incision rates greater than 1 mm/yr and lateral erosion rates greater than 10 mm/yr. In contrast, recurrence times greater than 1000 years are expected for lower vertical and lateral erosion rates. Autogenic terraces that are long, paired, and occur at timescales typical of major climate change (e.g., 10,000 years) only form for vertical incision rates less than 1 mm/yr and lateral erosion rates greater than 20 mm/yr. Thus, in order to identify terraces that record climate change, the best environments are those with terraces whose ages and geometries differ strongly from those predicted for autogenic terraces.
Conclusions
We utilize a numerical model of river meandering with vertical incision to identify controls on the age distribution and geometry of river terraces that form with constant external forcing. Model results indicate that for a variety of constant vertical incision rates and lateral erosion rates, rivers can generate terraces due to the intrinsically unsteady patterns of lateral erosion by meandering. The ratio of channel vertical-to-lateral erosion rate and the simulation time exert the strongest controls on terrace age and geometry. The observed time interval between unique terrace levels scales with the timescale of vertical incision required to generate sufficient relief to generate a new terrace, and the observed time interval between terrace levels increases with simulation time due to reworking of previously visited areas. Terrace formation ceases for high ratios of channel vertical-to-lateral erosion rate because eroded surfaces have high surface slopes characteristic of slip-off surfaces. Model runs suggest that the autogenic terraces have several consistent properties including (1) surface slopes that are commonly proportional to the ratio of vertical-to-lateral erosion rate during terrace formation, (2) dip directions oriented perpendicular to the valley axis for low ratios of vertical-to-lateral erosion rate and long channel evolution times, (3) greater along-valley extents for low ratios of vertical-to-lateral erosion rate, and (4) a maximum in the spatial extent of paired terraces for intermediate ratios of vertical-to-lateral erosion rate. Spatial variations in bank strength between bedrock and sediment cause terrace ages to be separated by shorter time intervals. These terraces also are smaller and more frequently paired than terraces formed in cases with constant bank strength and also have sublinear terrace margins, similar to many natural river terraces.
Case examples of natural river terraces show a modest increase in terrace slope with the estimated verticalto-lateral erosion rate ratio and commonly dip toward the valley center. Maximum terrace length is the most reliable geometric indicator of terrace formation by episodic vertical incision; for moderate to high values of dimensionless vertical incision rate, the lengths of autogenic terraces are relatively limited because successive generations of meander bends erode surfaces at different elevations. For landscapes without independent indicators of climate change, river terrace formation by intrinsic meandering processes should be considered as the null hypothesis. Long, paired terraces with millennial-scale intervals between terrace levels, which have been suggested to indicate formation driven by external factors, are likely to develop autogenically in landscapes with relatively high lateral erosion rates and moderate vertical incision rates. Thus, efforts to identify terraces that record climate signals are best focused on environments where terrace ages and geometries are far different than would be predicted by a constant vertical incision model. Median elevation difference between unique terrace levels (L) Δt terrace Distribution of time intervals between unique terrace levels (i.e., separated vertically by Δz ≥ 1) (T) Δt terrace,90 90th percentile of time interval between unique terrace levels (T) Δt terrace,50
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